
Example of how you might present your HJP poster  

This is an opportunity to present your HJP in a visually engaging way. Here are some suggestions but 
you don’t have to follow this format. Be as creative and original as you can! 

 

 

 

HJP name 

Data tip: use your 
answers from  
survey Qn 1 

Outline your health, legal and other partners  

Data tip: use your answers from survey Qs 2-6   

Presentation tip: add in partner logos or photos 
of your location/offices 

Identify whose using your HJP 

Whose needs are you trying to meet? Tell us about 
the patients or clients using your service.  

Data tip: use your answers from survey Qns 14-17 

Presentation tip: Photos or illustrations can be 
really effective here – see links to image banks 
above. Silhouettes can be just as powerful and 
avoid identifying features.  

Detail the services offered by your HJP, including health, legal and 
other  

Data tip: use some or all answers from survey Qns 3, 5 & 10, 20, 22-24 

Tell us how your HJP works 

How does it differ from other community legal 
services? How does it meets the needs of patients? 
Does it builds capability within a workforce? 

Describe your HJP outcomes Outcomes are the most important story to tell 
about your HJP and there are many ways you can do this. Choose from the 
following or come up with your own.  

 Tell a patient/client story from someone who benefitted from your HJP  

Tip: Use photos from your HJP service or where it’s located. 

 Describe how working in partnership has changed the practices of 
health workers, lawyers or other practitioners 

Tip: Find an HJP practitioner willing to be a poster child (literally!) and make 
them the star of your poster.  

 Share your evaluation findings. 

Tip: Include a cover from a published evaluation or report describing your HJP. 

 Explain a policy issue you’ve been advocating on. 

Tip: Include a clipping where you were cited in a report, referenced by a 
minister, part of an advocacy day or mentioned in a local paper. 

 Describe your HJPs greatest success. 

 Outline the most important lesson learned through your HJP. 

 Explore the biggest challenge your HJP has faced. 

Data tip: Use your answers from survey Qns 40-43 

Tip:  Use images or graphs or cartoons that complement the story you are 
telling. Or find some ‘word art’ that symbolises success or lessons learned. 

 


